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AS2 Connector [Mac/Win] 2022 [New]

The program features a
flexible architecture,
allowing you to set up
different integration
possibilities. The tool is
designed to receive AS2
files and messages from
and send them to online
trading partners. It can
communicate with
mobile devices using
HTML5 and allows you
to support offline file
and message
downloads. You can set
up a secure data
exchange and file



transmission, using
encryption
technologies. The
program allows you to
set up AS2 connections
using XMPP Jabber,
ActiveSync, FTP, HTTP,
MMS, SOAP or even
WinHTTP. Moreover,
the tool can connect to
FTP, S-MIME or SNMP
devices and use SSLv3
or TLSv1. The
administration console
is protected by a
password and features a
tabular structure,
allowing you to easily
sort incoming/outgoing



messages. The utility
offers multiple
configuration options
that allow you to set
authentication
parameters, identify the
messaging destination,
configure firewall rules
and perform various
activities and tasks.
Moreover, the program
supports batch
processing of messages
and file downloading.
Additionally, you can
also set up any event or
action that will be
triggered before you
send a file or message.



The program is
available for both Linux
and Windows platforms.
The administration
console is protected
with a password and
features a tabular
structure, allowing you
to easily sort
incoming/outgoing
messages. Features: -
Basic support for AS2
versions up to AS2
version 3. - Various
available
communication methods
and technologies,
including HTTP, MMS,
SMTP, FTP, S-MIME,



SOAP, FTP, SNMP,
SSLv3 or TLSv1
protocols. - Scheduling
with the ability to
create complex task and
workflows. - Batch file
processing and
application connectivity.
- Secured
communication with
certificate support and
public key encryption. -
Receiving messages and
files that can be
downloaded and sent
with several convenient
methods: ActiveSync,
WebDAV, HTML5, MMS
or FTP. - Send messages



or files using secure
channels that are
supported by the AS2
protocol. - Integrated
WebSocket support for
full integration of the
administration console
with the client side. -
Support for the creation
of random IDs, allowing
you to easily identify
messages that are
generated from the
same session. - High
compatibility with all
modern browsers. -
Ability to configure the
user interface and
pages used for message



processing and
management. - A plug-in
architecture with the
ability to use the
Toolbox. - Very flexible.
You can create and
configure your
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Authentication
framework for AS2
Connector, which
eliminates the problem
of password drift and
reduces the number of
login attempts. Its key
management system



(KMS) not only enables
simple configuration,
but also provides more
secure user
authentication. 1.2.4
AS2 Connector
Integration Platform
(ACIP) [32bit -
AS2_Connector_7_1_4]
The AS2 Connector
Integration Platform
(ACIP) is a
comprehensive, secure,
and easy-to-use solution
to integrate and
manage the AS2
Connector and other
related products. ACIP
not only provides an



easy way to integrate
with the AS2 Connector,
but also allows you to
create a digital
certificate, set up an
encrypted connection,
and modify the
connection settings.
Moreover, you can
easily schedule the
transmission of files,
schedule regular
massages, and test your
connection at different
locations to quickly
resolve problems with
the AS2 Connector. In
addition, you can access
the AS2 Connector



service via the API
interface, view the
running status of the
AS2 Connector, and
receive recent
errors/warning
notifications. You can
also manage your AS2
Connector and other
AS2 compatible
products and set up an
invoice history and
pricing plan. 1.2.5 AS2
Connector (7.1) [32bit -
AS2_Connector_7_1_4]
The AS2 Connector
(7.1) is a simple to use
and reliable tool,
designed to run on



RSSBus Integration
Server platforms,
allowing you to add new
functions, such as cross-
platform support. The
tool enables you to
create and configure
secure messaging or file
transfer channels. The
program allows you to
manage secure AS2 files
and messages transfer,
create Drummond
digital certificates for
connectivity and offers
support for SSL Client
Authentication. You can
easily set advanced
firewall options or



process and script
received messages. AS2
Connector brings
several messaging
capabilities, high
flexibility in integration
with other systems,
applications and
platforms. Moreover,
the tool features built-in
AS2 Restart procedures
for failed transmissions
and offers support for
sending or receiving
Very Large Messages
(VLM). The utility is
browser-based, allowing
you to work in the
comprehensive, familiar



interface of your
preferred browser. The
management area is
split into tabs, which
makes it easy to use and
facilitates sorting
incoming/outgoing
messages. The
administration console
is encrypted with a
password and a
username, ensuring the
safety of your data
2edc1e01e8
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AS2 Connector is a
simple to use and
reliable tool, designed
to run on RSSBus
Integration Server
platforms, allowing you
to add new functions,
such as cross-platform
support. The tool
enables you to create
and configure secure
messaging or file
transfer channels. The
program allows you to
manage secure AS2 files
and messages transfer,
create Drummond



digital certificates for
connectivity and offers
support for SSL Client
Authentication. You can
easily set advanced
firewall options or
process and script
received messages. AS2
Connector brings
several messaging
capabilities, high
flexibility in integration
with other systems,
applications and
platforms. Moreover,
the tool features built-in
AS2 Restart procedures
for failed transmissions
and offers support for



sending or receiving
Very Large Messages
(VLM). The utility is
browser-based, allowing
you to work in the
comprehensive, familiar
interface of your
preferred browser. The
management area is
split into tabs, which
makes it easy to use and
facilitates sorting
incoming/outgoing
messages. The
administration console
is encrypted with a
password and a
username, ensuring the
safety of your data. The



administrative interface
is built using AJAX
utilities, which ensures
fast response time. The
program ensures
granular control of the
page access and allows
you to export the data
to an Excel spreadsheet.
Moreover, batch file
processing and
application connectivity
are supported.
Additionally, you can
access several services
through simple
interfaces such as
SOAP, REST, HTML,
RSS, ATOM, JSON,



JSONP and TSV. You
can even configure
various events, to be
automatically triggered
upon receiving or
sending a message, as
well as right before you
send a file. All available
services are
configurable, you can
set the required
parameters, the
affiliated service, as
well as create new,
optional parameters.
The tool allows you to
also create schedules
and automate the start
of certain tasks or



activities. You may also
automate the exchange
of EDI to and from
multiple trading
partners in a safe
manner. Note: AS2
Connector SE is free to
use with a single
trading partner.
Additional licenses can
be purchased based on
the number of trading
partners that will be
communicating with
AS2 Connector.
Celestica No reviews
available yet. Thank you
for your feedback. Your
review will help other



users find the tool.The
safety of dobutamine in
children and young
adults: a retrospective
analysis of adverse
events and side effects.
A retrospective analysis
was undertaken of 568
children and young
adults who were treated
with dobutamine for ech
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AS2 Connector is a
simple to use and
reliable tool, designed
to run on RSSBus
Integration Server
platforms, allowing you
to add new functions,
such as cross-platform
support. The tool
enables you to create
and configure secure
messaging or file
transfer channels. The
program allows you to
manage secure AS2 files
and messages transfer,
create Drummond
digital certificates for
connectivity and offers



support for SSL Client
Authentication. You can
easily set advanced
firewall options or
process and script
received messages. AS2
Connector brings
several messaging
capabilities, high
flexibility in integration
with other systems,
applications and
platforms. Moreover,
the tool features built-in
AS2 Restart procedures
for failed transmissions
and offers support for
sending or receiving
Very Large Messages



(VLM). The utility is
browser-based, allowing
you to work in the
comprehensive, familiar
interface of your
preferred browser. The
management area is
split into tabs, which
makes it easy to use and
facilitates sorting
incoming/outgoing
messages. The
administration console
is encrypted with a
password and a
username, ensuring the
safety of your data. The
administrative interface
is built using AJAX



utilities, which ensures
fast response time. The
program ensures
granular control of the
page access and allows
you to export the data
to an Excel spreadsheet.
Moreover, batch file
processing and
application connectivity
are supported.
Additionally, you can
access several services
through simple
interfaces such as
SOAP, REST, HTML,
RSS, ATOM, JSON,
JSONP and TSV. You
can even configure



various events, to be
automatically triggered
upon receiving or
sending a message, as
well as right before you
send a file. All available
services are
configurable, you can
set the required
parameters, the
affiliated service, as
well as create new,
optional parameters.
The tool allows you to
also create schedules
and automate the start
of certain tasks or
activities. You may also
automate the exchange



of EDI to and from
multiple trading
partners in a safe
manner. Note: AS2
Connector SE is free to
use with a single
trading partner.
Additional licenses can
be purchased based on
the number of trading
partners that will be
communicating with
AS2 Connector.
Features: — Intuitive
and easy-to-use
interface — Configure
various events to be
automatically triggered
upon receiving or



sending a message —
Intuitive interface for
creating secure
messaging or file
transfer channels —
Support for multiple
channels (useful for
transferring messages
or files between
different trading
partners) — Export and
import messages, files
or data to and from AS2
files — Create, edit and
delete AS2-specific
communication
components (such as
incoming and outgoing
messages) — Use



reusable or generic
components in your
business logic — Enable
remote procedures (DB
or file creation) using
programmable variables
and parameters —
Secure data transfer
using any standard
protocol — Use the RSA
SecurID solution for
communication
authentication —
Provide support for
VLM messages —
Access and export
various services —



System Requirements For AS2 Connector:

Windows 7, Windows 8,
or Windows 10 16 GB of
available hard disk
space 1 GB of RAM 2
GHz of Processor speed
DirectX 9.0c compatible
video card with 1 GB
RAM 1 GB of available
space in the program's
installation folder To be
able to install the
program, you must have
Microsoft.NET
Framework 4.5 installed
on your computer.
What's new in this
version: Full



improvement of the
program's menus.
Multiple bug fixes and
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